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“

The citizenship model of assistive technology realizes that
people with disabilities, in order to achieve equal opportunities, not only need assistive devices but also must have
full control over this important aspect of their lives.

”
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Equipment and
assistive devices are,
“Any item, piece of
equipment, or product system, whether
acquired commercially or off the
shelf, modified or
customized, that
increases, maintains,
or improves functional capabilities
of individuals with
disabilities.”1

Introduction
Currently, British Columbia has no universal equipment and assistive devices program for people with disabilities. British Columbians who need access to these vital
personal supports must try and find their way through a myriad of programs with
different eligibility and criteria, whether this is through a variety of provincial ministries or through service organizations. If a person with a disability does not fall into a
particular population or category of disability served by these programs, then they
fall through the cracks. Accordingly, Statistics Canada reports that people with
disabilities in British Columbia have the highest level of unmet need in Canada for
equipment and assistive devices. 2
The Provincial Equipment and Assistive Devices Committee (PEADC), is a coalition of more than 30 community organizations that has been working together since
2004 to try to change this situation. In a Briefing Note to government entitled, Equipment and Assistive Devices for British Columbians with Disabilities, PEADC argued
that the provision of equipment and assistive devices needed to be better coordinated and better funded and urged government to enter into a partnership with the
community in order to achieve this goal.
In October 2005, the Honourable Claude Richmond, Minister of Employment
and Income Assistance, recognized the importance and urgency of the need and took
the leadership to initiate the Personal Supports Working Group, which brings representatives from PEADC together with representatives from five government ministries (Health, Education, Advanced Education, Children and Family Development,
Employment and Income Assistance), and one crown agency (Community Living BC).
The goal of the Working Group is to develop a provincial plan for the provision of
personal supports, with equipment and assistive devices as the starting point. Personal supports are an integral part of the government’s disability strategy, which is
aimed at achieving the third of its great goals: the best system of supports in Canada
for people with disabilities, seniors, those with special needs and children at risk.
One of the first tasks of the Working Group was to forge a vision and shared
values base for personal supports. The vision, values and principles that have been
developed reflect the aspirations of people with disabilities and the ideals of both
the community and government.
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The Vision, Values and Principles for
Personal Supports
Vision
British Columbians have access to the personal supports that they need in order to
achieve their goals and have the opportunity to participate fully in the life of the
province.

Values
Inclusive
British Columbians with disabilities have the right to participate fully in society and
have access to the personal supports that they need to do so.

Choice
British Columbians with disabilities have the right to self-determination and will be
given every opportunity to make decisions about the resources they need for their
participation. Individuals who require assistance with their decision-making can be
represented by their family and/or support network.

Personal supports
are any good or
service which assists
a person with a
disability in
overcoming barriers
to carrying out
everyday activities
and participating in
the life of the
province.

Accessible
Access to personal supports is based on need and is not tied to other factors such as
individual or family income, assets, eligibility for other services, geographic location
or age. Disability programs and supports are barrier free and able to accommodate
all forms of communication.

Respect
Programs and supports respect language and cultural diversity, protect individual
privacy and treat all citizens equitably, compassionately and respectfully.

Principles
Citizen-Centered
Personal supports are tied to the person throughout the life span and follow the
person anywhere in the province. The individual and their support network, in open
and informed consultation with health professionals and service providers, guide the
functional assessment.

Flexible and Responsive
Programs and services are flexible, adapting to the changing needs of the individual
and to changes in technology.
Provincial Equipment and Assistive Devices Committee
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“Other peoples’
assumptions about
what is best for me
limit my mobility,
deny me the
dignity of risktaking and question
my ability to act in
my own best
interest.”3

Comprehensive
Individual need determines the range of personal supports that will be made available in British Columbia. Provision of equipment and assistive devices includes
training in the use of the equipment/assistive device as well as delivery, installation,
specified maintenance and repair.

Effective and Sustainable
Programs and supports are managed in a timely and efficient manner utilizing a
variety of delivery models to ensure their effectiveness and sustainability. Policies
and procedures are not duplicated or intrusive and maximize the ability of participants to achieve positive outcomes.

Accountable
Programs and supports are monitored on the basis of outcomes and regular followup and evaluation occurs to ensure the best possible supports for persons with
disabilities. Program participants take responsibility for ensuring that personal
supports are used effectively and for the purposes that they are intended.

Integrated
Government, people with disabilities, families, community organizations, health
professionals, technology specialists and vendors work together in partnership to
provide the full range of personal supports.
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Putting the Vision, Values and Principles
into Practice
As part of its contribution to the mission of the Personal Supports Working Group,
PEADC has undertaken a review of the literature, practice and experience of equipment and assistive devices (EAD) programs in other parts of the world. The purpose
of this review has been to uncover the best ways to put the vision, values and principles into practice. This report describes our conception of a Participation Model
for Personal Supports based upon the information that we have gathered during
an intensive six-week fact finding process. This process included interviews with
many people both at home and away, a workshop with representatives from Alberta’s
equipment and devices program, extensive consultation with PEADC members and
people with disabilities, questionnaires that were circulated through the community
and a review of the most relevant literature that we could uncover.

“Moving from
planning for to
planning With to
planning by people
with a disability.”4

The model that we have developed borrows some of the most promising practices from other parts of the world and creates some brand new ones based upon the
direction that our vision, values and principles led us. The model is a description of a
dynamic process and the best way to visualize it is to draw it.
Each of the circles in the diagram on the following page describes a stage in the
process of obtaining one type of personal support (equipment and assistive devices)
that will help an individual to overcome a barrier to participation.
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Key Features of the Participation Model
Here are some of the key features of the Participation Model
Model.
•

The vision, values, and principles for the Personal Supports Program in BC underlie every component of the model. The desired outcome is participation to whatever degree the individual desires. The Personal Supports program is envisioned
as open and accessible to all British Columbians with a disability whatever their
age.

•

The model describes a process that begins with the individual. Each individual
has goals and a plan for achieving those goals. A goal can be as straightforward
as wanting to go shopping once a week or as complicated as traveling the world
in order to participate in educational or sporting events.

•

An individual plan becomes the doorway into assessment. The assessment focuses on what functional supports are needed to achieve the goal. It is guided by
the user, in partnership with family and Equipment and Device (EAD) practitioners, and it considers the social and physical environment within which equipment
and assistive devices will be used.

•

Personal Supports Centres are a mainstay of the process. They are places both
virtual and real that provide information, peer support, assistance with making
plans, training, exhibits and access to EAD practitioners. These centres build on
community capacity by co-locating with existing services and community centres
and by coordinating all personal supports service provision under one unifying
delivery philosophy and framework.

•

The Participation Model envisions that each of the functional areas has a series
of credits attached to it that translate into purchasing power for equipment,
assistive devices, delivery, installation or fitting, training, maintenance and
repairs. The number of credits that are given to individuals will depend upon
their plan and the assessment of their functional needs.

•

Although the Personal Supports Centres provide many physical and virtual
doorways to enable users, wherever they live, to make plans and get assistance
with assessing functional needs, they are unified by the same philosophy and
policy framework. However, there is only one doorway to funding. Financing the
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“Consumer
empowerment
requires that the
services allow and
expand access to the
settings and
resources that are
available in the
community at large,
not restrict such
access or prescribe
different options.”5
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“People with
disabilities also
want a simple and
straightforward
process, with a
minimal number of
entry points within
the funding body.”6
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credits will happen outside of the view of the user through coordination of all of
the existing funding sources. Users who have no other available payor are funded
through a new stream of expenditure that is dedicated for the purpose of equipment and devices. The model envisions an eventual integration of all of these
funding sources.
•

Once credits have been assigned, individuals are free to use their credits in the
marketplace with dealers and distributors who are prepared to abide by a set of
standards. The marketplace is constrained as little as possible so that users can
meet their unique needs and the market itself can be free to innovate. Credits
can be banked for an extended period of time. This enables users to manage their
credits in order to take advantage of technological change or to save credits. For
example, the purchase of recycled equipment may lead to credit savings, which
could then be applied to other equipment needs.

•

Education, training and peer support are as important as the equipment and
devices themselves and every user is guaranteed access to these resources
through the Personal Supports Centres.

•

The process is dynamic with feedback loops that enable people to re-enter the
planning process when needed. For example, follow-up and evaluation with EAD
users may indicate modifications to equipment and devices are needed, as well
as further training. For some individuals, as they achieve their intent and participate more fully in community, their goals will change and Individualized Plans
will need to be revised while for others, changes in their disability may necessitate changes in the individual plan and the equipment and devices needed.
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Conclusion
The Participation Model for Personal Supports transforms service delivery by
anchoring every component of the process to individual goals and by freeing the
users to access the marketplace and make decisions about how best to meet their
functional needs. It is focused on choice, including the choice that some users may
make to let an EAD professional, like an occupational therapist or a speech pathologist, make their equipment and devices decisions on their behalf.

“Choice is the ability
to freely select
from a range of
options. Choice
requires
alternatives.”7

The British Columbia government has set a bold goal to create the best system
of supports in Canada for people with disabilities, seniors, those with special needs
and children at risk. There is a lot of ground to be covered given that the unmet need
for equipment and assistive devices for people with disabilities is reported to be
higher in British Columbia than anywhere else in Canada.
Key informants in provinces that currently have equipment and devices programs have said that if they had it to do over, they would design their programs
differently, but that it is easier to start fresh than it is to try and change an approach
in mid-stream. This gives British Columbia a unique opportunity to build on this
wisdom by designing a Personal Supports Program that reflects the aspirations of
people with disabilities and the values and principles that build on the vision of full
participation. The Participation Model for Personal Supports presented in this
paper is aimed at creating a policy framework and a delivery system that will enable
British Columbia to be the best not only in Canada, but also in the world.
The Provincial Equipment and Assistive Devices Committee welcomes your
comments, ideas and questions about the Participation Model. Please contact the
PEADC Co-chairs directly.

PEADC Co-chairs
Christine Gordon: 604-875-0188. ifproject@bccpd.bc.ca
Linda Bartram: 250-592-0385. labartram@shaw.ca
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PEADC Participating Organizations
and Representatives
BC Coalition of People with Disabilities

Christine Gordon: PEADC Co-Chair

Alliance for Equality of Blind Canadians

Linda Bartram: PEADC Co-chair

Multiple Sclerosis Society of Canada,
BC Division

Helen Kahlke, Community/Government Relations
Janet Palm, A/President

BC Paraplegic Association

Bert Forman, Director of Rehabilitation
Paul Gauthier, Community Capacity Coordinator

ALS Society of British Columbia

Wendy Magee, Executive Director

TETRA Society

Pat Tweedie, Program Coordinator

Canadian Red Cross

Fiona Lewis, Mgr of Health & Medical Equipment Services

Vancouver Coastal Health

Jan Gauthier, OT, Rehabilitation Consultant
Susan McCalla, OT, Health Services for Community Living
Joyce Braun, OT, Richmond Continuing Care

Fraser Health Authority

**Elaine Dipalo, PT/OT Clinical Chief of Rehabilitation Services

GF Strong Rehabilitation Centre

Jeff Riley, Coordinator of Assistive Technology and Seating Services

Neil Squire Foundation

Gary Birch, Executive Director

Muscular Dystrophy Canada

Christine McDermott, Executive Director
Jennifer Scrubb, Director of Services - Western Canada
Jane Stillwell, Member

BC Persons With AIDS Society

Cheryl Colborne, Advocate

Western Institute of Deaf & Hard of Hearing Susan Masters Executive Director
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N. Shore Disability Resource Centre

Liz Barnett, Executive Director, Contracted Services

Vancouver Foundation

Patty Holmes, Program Director

Home Medical Equipment Dealers
Association of BC

John Armstrong, Representative
Darryl Mackie, Representative

Spina Bifida and Hydrocephalus
Association of BC

**Colleen Talbot, President

BC Aboriginal Network on Disability Society

Craig Langston, Executive Director

Canadian National Institute for the Blind

Bonnie Denford-Nelson, Director of Rehab Services
Betty Nobel, Member

BC Association for Community Living

Laney Bryenton, Executive Director

Family Caregivers’ Network Society

Barb MacLean, Executive Director

Western Society for Children with
Birth Disorders

Wanda Gendron, Executive Director

Kinsmen Foundation of BC

Jim Watson, President
Provincial Equipment and Assistive Devices Committee
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Island Deaf and Hard of Hearing Centre

**Penne Roberts, Executive Director

Richmond Independent Living Resource Centre

Vince Miele, Chairperson

Rick Hansen SCI Network / Man in Motion
Foundation

**Greg Latham, Executive Director

BC Association of the Deaf-Blind

Eddy Morten, Representative

Voice of the Cerebral Palsied

Yoshi Tanabe. Executive Director
Lorette Yelle, Member

Variety – The Children’s Charity

Patsy Craig, Manager, Heart of Variety Fund

Family Support Institute

Angela Clancy, Executive Director

Cerebral Palsy Association of BC

John Olldym, Representative

BC Association for Individualized Technology
and Supports for People with Disabilities
(PROP/TIL)

Simon Cox, Executive Director

BC Association of Lifeline Programs

David Kelcey, President

** Corresponding members
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